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This presents the main results obtained by the authors

in applying nondestructive methods of determining the fuel burn-

up in nuclear reactors by means of high resolution gamma spec-

trometry, results obtained at the WR-S reactor of the Institute

of Atomic Physics - Bucharest. The authors intend to improve

the existing methods in order to obtain improved accuracy as

well as the development of some methods that will render evident

the contribution of plutonium in a plutonigeneous fuel burn-up,

and its accumulation in the reactor irradiation process.

Experimental determination of the geometric intrinsic factor

There is presented a method for obtaining and improved

accuracy degree in the measurements carried out on a fuel

bundle that operated during 35 days in the WR-S reactor core



the fuel bundle also presented a nonuniform distribution of

fuel elements and thus of the * Cs sources which make the

object of the indirect burn-up measurements. The method intro-

duces the notion of geometric intrinsic factor (gi) which

takes into account the bundle geometry. The experimental de-

termination of this factor was carried out by measuring the

Ba - ~°La line of a mini-bundle / I / which reproduces the

real bundle at a smaller scale, representing a standard source.

The irradiation of the mini-bundle for a short period allows

obtaining some fission products distributed in the fuel ele-

ments without really affecting their content of fissile atoms.

During the measurement the Ba - La activity is given by

the relation
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The general efficiency of the facility depends on the

gamma quantum energy and on the source intrinsic geometry.

The efficiency of the measuring system and its dependence on

energy is determined by means of standard sources. Knowing the

general efficiency of the facility and that of the measuring

system for the ^La line has lead to determining the intrinsic

geometry factor value in 16 points on the fuel bundle circum-

ference (Table 1) .



The knowledge of the measuring system efficiency for

E = 662 keV of Cs and of the intrinsic geometry factor va-

lues has allowed a correction of the burn-up values. PLg. 1

show the burn-up axial distribution in a point of the bundle

radial plane compared to the uncorrected distribution. We

emphasize that the burn-up distribution refers to the cor-

rection given by the maximum value of the intrinsic geometry

factor.

The distribution results confirm the necessity of in-

cluding the intrinsic geometry factor for a correct determina-

tion of burn-up for bundles with irradiated nuclear fuel.

Experimental study of the Cs and La fission products

migration

The migration degree of the utilized fission products

directly influences the measurement results, respectively the

burn-up distribution which in the condition of a significant

migration vill represent the actual situation in an inexact

manner. Starting from the consideration that the fission pro-
144

duct "Ce does not migrate, its relative distributions were

compared with those of Cs. As it may be remarked in fig.2,

fission product Cs migrates for the analyzed bundle with the

limits -38% ; +2o%. It was proceeded similarly to determine the

migration limits for "°La; the result was -7%; +13%. Knowing

the distribution curves of the migration of fission products

used as monitors allows the determination of their utilization

limits as well as the application of adequate corrections.



Experimental determination of the contribution oj: plutonium

to the burn-up of a plutonigen fuel

In order to render evident the separate contribution

of fissions U and Pu in the burn-up, fission product ° Ru

239was used ,/2/. Its fission yield at fission Pu differs greatly

from the fission yield at fission U . The experimental deter-

mination of the number of nuclei of fission products I06Ru and

Cs or Ce has allowed the determination of the number of

c n 2 35 ? 39
fissions F and F that took place in U and Pu, by solving

a corresponding equation system /2/.

235 239The burn-up up U and Pu were calculated by using

the flux values obtained by monitoring, in order to compare

the experimental results obtained.

The distributions of the experimental and calculated

burn-up are given in fig. 3- The method presents great advantages

especially in the case of advanced burn-ups. A FOPTPAN computing

program has enabled the determination of the percentage of the

239total number of fissions that have taken place in Pu as a

fuel burn-up function, using data referring to the fuel di-

mensions and enrichment, moderator temperature and fuel average

temperature.

Experimental determination of the fuel elements burn-up by

adding burnable poisons

By means of a special device /3/, 4o natural uranium

elements containing various quantities of Co and lo9Ag ad-

ditives have been simultaneously irradiated in the WR-F reac-

tor. These quantities have varied between 5% and 11.5% in com-



parison with the quantity of U. The fuel mixture of a burn-

able poison, due to its radioactivity after irradiation, allow

the determinarion of the integral flux and thus of the fuel

burn-up.

This device was irradiated for 186 hours in the reactor

core. After several weeks cooling time, a first test has shown

the existence of the gamma lines of Co, respectively Ag, as

well as the existence of a strong Compton background, due in

14othe first case to the 1.6 MeV line of La. Fig.4 represents

59the burn-up distribution for fuel elements with 8% Co. The

Co-I (117o keV) and Co-ll (133o keV) distribution line is shown

separately. The difference between the two distributions is less

than 1% and is due to the Compton background influence of the

14ofission product La. The fuel element burn-up values obtained

by this way were compared with the values obtained by measuring
95

the activity of Zr. Table 2 contains the mean burn-up values

59together with the deviation determined with Co compared to the

95burn-up determined with Zr.

As it resulted from the experimental determinations, the

advantage of using ° Ag consists in the fact that it has a peak

at O.946 MeV and therefore it is less dependent on the background

14odue to La. This is an advantage especially when the irradiation

is performed at not very intense fluxes, as in the case of the

WR-S reactor of IFA (lo13 n/cm2 sec).

The experimental method was completed by a computing pro-

gram regarding the influence of introducing 59Co and lo9Ag in a

cell of a reactor of the PWR type, as the presence of absorbing

impurities eventually requires an increase of the fuel quantity



in a power reactor that imposes a constant maintenance of the

power level. The fuel quantity was determined for a given reactor

by means of K ff. Priority~the method's applicability was tested

calculating KOT applicability was tested calculating for a PWF

cell without an absorber. The results are given in Table 3.

Figure 5 represents the variations of f,n,fn. As it may be re-

marked in this figure, the asistence of monitors in the full

leads to a decrease of nuclear characteristics (f,n) of the

lattice of less than 1%. The only value practically influenced

is the thermal utilization coefficient (f).

In conclusion it may be said that the experimental de-

termination of the fuel burn-up by adding a burnable poison gives

a great advantage to monitor the burn-up at during long time ir-

radiation up to several years without it being necessary to know

the irradiation history.

Experimental method for surveying the nuclear fuel burn-up in

research reactors coupled with a one-line computer.

The method was developed to allow a burn-up survey in

the IP.T-M modified core of the WP.-S reactor in Bucharest, but

it can be used for any type of research reactor.

To this end are used aluminium measuring rods containing

Co monitors located axially. These rods are introduced into

the IPT-M bundles, during the assemblage. The burn-up is con-

trolled by removing the rod and connecting it to a measuring

device coupled with a one-line computer, thus determining the Co

activity. After performing the measurements the rod is reintro-

duced in the core. The method was tested in the WP-S reactor by

introducing monitors instead of a fuel element in a EK-lo bundle.



In order to test the method, the results obtained were compared

with the results of burn-up determination by the method of fission

products on a dislocated element making adequate corrections of

macroscopic cross-sections at the two irradiation as well as of

the rate of corresponding flux intensities. Finally a difference

of 2.8% resulted in appraising the burn-up by the fission pro-

ducts method and by the proposed method.

The principal advantages of this method are :

a) burn-up monitoring without removing the fuel bundle

from the core

b) very wide irradiation range, up to lo years

c) possibilities of achieving the best strategy of

moving the fuel bundles in the core.

The Iiiimersion of the rods in the core required the com-

pletion of the method with a study on nuclear safety and a

quality program regarding the fabrication of rods.

Experimental method for nondestructive determination of the

239
Pu content in irradiated fuel elements

During the last years significant effort was made to use

nondestructive techniques in determining the fissile content in

nuclear fuel. At present the stage of development of nondestruc-

tive methods in satisfactory in general regarding nonirradiated

fuel elements. As for measurements on irradiated fuel the number

of techniques that can be used is very limited. The major dif-

ficulties are caused to the intense gamma activity and to the

existence of a strong neutron background due to the Plutonium

isotopes and Curium nuclides.



The method developed and used by the authors start from

235

the knowledge of the initial number of U nuclei contained in

the fuel, ÎT\

The burn-up values and the contribution of plutonium to

burn-up, determined experimentally with the method described
2 39above are used to determine the content of Pu resulted after

irradiation. Knowing N and the number of fissions in U, F

results from solving the corresponding system of equations. In

235order to determine the number of U nuclei existing in the fuel

at the conclusion of irradiation, another short period irradiation

14o14o 14owas performed studying the evolution of peak Ba - La accn-

mulated after fissioning " J u and Pu.

The number of fissions in U(F~ ) is given by relation :

The number of fissions in Pu(F ) is given by relation

in which the value N B a_ L a is determined experimentally.

Using a relation similar to that used for F but rever-

239

sible, the number of Pu nuclei existing in the fuel is deter-

mined with relation :
N9 =

,'9

ir th + P I <f> .)vepi

The method was tested experimentally /4/ on a series

plutonigeneous elements, the errors being considered + 7 % .

Figures 6 and ^ represent gamma spectra for one of the tested

elements, before and after the second irradiation.



Experimental method for predetermining the distribution of

specific power in nuclear reactor fuel elements

The determination of specific power distribution, as pre-

cise as possible, is required by the strategy of nuclear fuel

optimal utilization and the prediction of this distribution is

required by the need to check the computing codes used in reac-

toi designing.

The existing methods that give power distribution are li-

mited by the reactor type and do not always meet the necessary

precision (example : thermal measurements at low powers).

Within the activity of modifying the Bucharest WR-S

reactor, which includes a new core with IPT-M type elements

(bundle with 4 concentric subassemblies, 80% 2 3 5 ü ) , a new me-

thod that can be applied to all types of research and power re-

actors was developed and tested the method makes use of an expe-

rimental bundle /5/ identical geometrical shape with the IRT-M

bundle, fitted with natural U the 4 frames being removable, to

allow the power distribution determination of each frame separa-

tely.

To evaluate the modification brought by the experimental

bundle in the reactor's flux distribution, a multigroup diffusion

code CDM-1 (IFA) was elaborated based on equation :

= X
À

LHi(s)J

L
1



where 1,2,3 are the homogenizing zones (moderator, IPT-M bundle,

experimental bundle) and i- the neutron group.

The code estimates the maximum perturbation (immersion

of the bundle in the core center) at 7.5% in flux and 2.5% in

K ff, locally, falling practically to zero at the core periphery.

The code has also enabled the calculation of a short life fis-

sion product distribution for each frame, for the fast and ther-

mal flux in the conditions of the experimental bundle and its

substitution with an IRT-M type bundle.

The experimental determination of the nuclei distribution

in the considered fission product, in the experimental bundle ir-

radiated in the reactor, allowing the determination of specific

power distributions were carried out for each frame and are re-

presented in fig.8.

Thus the utilization of the experimental bundle enables

the obtaining of specific power axial and radial distributions

with an accuracy of + 5%.

The methods utilized are remarkable for their accuracy,

simplicity (they not require sophisticated instrumentation) and

unlike destructive chemical methods, they offer ample statisti-

cal information on the metallurgical behaviour of fuel elements,

on the reactor behaviour and on that of the fuel unloading or

circulation programs.
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Table 1

Radial
po- 1
sition

8 10 11

gi O.893 O.734 O.456 O.298 O.635 O.833 l.o!2 o,774 o.298 o.456 O.734

o.

12

893 o.

13

774 1

14

.ol2 o.

15

833 c

16

3=635

Table 2

Average BU(%)

Averaçe BU{%)

5P

Co departure

59

95

with

Co

Zr

respect to

o

o

95

.182

.191

Zr -4.7%

Table 3

Fuel element

1.

1.

1.

fn

5o7

495

494

The shift as
against the cell
with no absor-
bents (%)

-

- o. So

- o. 9o

PWR

PWR + 5% 59Co

PWF + 5 % lo9Ag

O-893 1.689

O.886 1.688

O.885 1.688
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Plutonigen fuel sample gamma spectra after irradiation.
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